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2022-05-23 CVC Meeting Minutes
Attendees

Olivier Smith
Kodi Atuchukwu
Marc Price
Scot Steele
Yan Yang
Sandra Jackson
Absent
Lincoln Lavoie
Kanagaraj Manickam

Open Action Items

x

Task report

Looking good, no incomplete tasks.

Agenda / Minutes

IMPORTANT REMINDER - There will be  next week (May 30th) due to a public holiday in the US.  Our next meeting will be held no meeting
on June 6th at a new time (1 hour earlier than normal).   will be sending new invitations later this week - be sure to accept.Sandra Jackson

We started the meeting by reviewing the Open Action Items list
Reviewed 2022.R1  badge categories and testing platforms.    drafted a simple diagram meant to provide a high-level planned Olivier Smith
overview.  He will continue making updates to the diagram so that we all have a good understanding of the badges we expect to offer based 
on the "M" (Moselle) release, what the requirements/tests actually are verifying, and which testing platforms are used.  For anyone looking for 
details on the M release schedule you can find it here:  Moselle Schedule - Anuket - Anuket

The following diagram is  and requires further discussion:work in progress

Olivier Smithto add an action item for the group to define the following related to each badge.  We are looking for a high-level understanding, not a 
deep dive on all the tests.

What do AAP Infrastructure badges verify?
R1 - 
R2 - 

What do AAP Workload badges verify?
VNF - 
CNF - Not defined today but might include verification of 1) Cloud Native Best Practices, 2) Interoperability with R2 specified 
Infrastructure and 3) Compatibility with ONAP.  

What do AAP Labs badges verify?
? 

Olivier Smith mentioned that we will use Issues in Gitlab ( ) for Development · Boards · lfnetworking / CVC / anuket-assured-docs · GitLab
anything that has a direct impact on our program documentation, and we will use Action Items in the weekly minutes for everything else.

Any Other Business

Scot Steele - Asked if we want to have someone sponsor a discussion at the June DTF?
This would probably be a discussion that multiple groups would want to participate in.
Scot is doing something around RC2 (readout) and have dialogue specific to workloads
Olivier - Is there a way to support Scot or work together on the topic of badging?

There's time on the schedule, where we could add another session and get CNCF and Anuket to discuss.
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Kodi Atuchukwu  has offered to help   in running a session on "Finding Common Ground" specific to Cloud Olivier Smith
Native Workloads.  The idea would be to dialog around how we collaborate with CNCF, ONAP, and others as it pertains to 
cloud native workloads.

New Action Items

 - Work with   to understand more around Anuket Lab badge that is being announced on our website (says coming Olivier Smith Lincoln Lavoie
Q2/2022)

 - Coordinate and potentially schedule a DTF session together with Olivier Smith Kodi Atuchukwu

 - Have a discussion point on our next meeting to clarify what our M badges actually are verifying (see notes in 5/23 Meeting Olivier Smith
Minutes)
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